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Book Descriptions:

Dataray Wincamd Manual

Contoured display at 10 and 32 colors. Autoorientation of axes. Background Capture and
Subtraction.Web Design by Sleepless Media. Carefully measure your beam irradiance before
exposing camera to beam. Slight damage may anneal out, but major burnin is irrepairable. DataRay
supplies a post calibration reference image with every FIR camera, so that any subsequent damage
is simply determined. 2 The range of offset and exposure adjustment is lower, so more care must be
taken. 3 Never start a measurement unless you know that the peak beam irradiance is 3 13 Enter
the camera bias voltages VSK and VFID from the label on top of the camera. Press Start Calibration.
14 After a few seconds you will see the line Complete,.IMPORTANT In the event of any claims
regarding imager damage, this is the definitive reference image. A copy is kept with DataRay, and a
copy accompanies the shipment. Note that there can be both dead and bright pixels, inevitable with
microbolometers. See the Defective Pixels Specification in Appendix B. How to identify Damage.
Below is an example of a sensor with white burn areas, plus a faint green left to right trail due to
overexposure. Such user damage is not covered by warranty and is not repairable. If your beam is
small, you can continue to use the good areas of the sensor, but Auto VSK offset may have difficulty.
The good news is that the sensors are replaceable at the factory. You do not need to purchase a new
camera. However, in our experience, many IR lasers beams have peaky Very Expensive Sensor
Observe max irradiance limits or pay for sensor replacement profiles, rather than smooth Gaussian
or top hat pixels. Even on commercial lasers we have seen major profile variations of peak intensity
and position with time see burnt sensor image on previous page. Damage threshold limits are
approximately 20 times higher than the Saturation power limits. Operation 17 Go File, Load
defaults. Press Go. You will see a screen similar to that shown
below.http://askaudit.ru/97-mitsubishi-galant-manual-transmission.xml
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Want mainly to smooth the beam. Press the Background subtraction button in the toolbar. You know
which this is because you read the full manual, right. But in case you forgot it s The message shown
right appears Block the beam and then press OK. Until the software is updated to save all voltage
settings, please also press the button and paste into Paint or Word and save the file. 32 Load
Defaults Go Stop, File, Load defaults to set many things back to their defaults. Mean, RMS and Max.
deviation. Replay Fast or Slow. Export to Excel, Paint, Bitmap or Clipboard. With user overrides.
AutoInclusion Region on an Elliptical Beam Automatically isolates the appropriate analysis region.
Standard Linear Profile with Gaussian Fit. Beam profile Second moment processing RoHS, WEEE,
CE CW beams, Pulsed sources See Note below. Contact Support for options 5 m processing
resolution for interpolated diameters. Centroid accuracy is also beam dependent. Autoorientation of
axes.XY Profiles, 2D, 3D Plots. Beam dimension running average up to 50 samples Up to 4096
samples. Centroid Min., Max., Mean, Standard Deviation. Rolling histogram based on user s initial
input. Stocked by DataRay as ND1.0, ND2.0 and ND3.0. An ND2.0 is provided with every system.
ZnSe 3 and CaF 2 unmounted 25 mm diameter wedge beamsplitters. Stocked by DataRay as
FIRWCAF23, FIRWZnSe3 for unmounted wedges, or FIRMWCAF23, FIR MWZnSe3 for a mounted
wedge. Area THE FPA is divided into three areas which have the same optical axis Area A the
central zone of 80 x 60 pixels Area B the central zone of 320 x 240 i.e. excluding Area A of the array.
Area C the rectangular annulus between the full 392 x 296 image are and Area B. Cluster A cluster
is defined as a group of at least two nonoperating pixels adjacent by side or corner. Clusters are
defined by their size in terms of nonoperating pixels. Nonoperating row A row is considered
nonoperating if more than 50% of the pixels in this row are
nooperating.http://hospitalityroyal.com/upload_files/97-mustang-gt-manual-transmission-fluid.xml
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Nonoperating column A column is considered nonoperating if more than 50% of the pixels in this
column are nooperating.The following MAS 40 MiniArray Spectrometer.YAG Focal Spot Analysis
Adapter. User Notes Model 407780. Introduction We begin with basic tasks No Turn on the Systems
PC Switch Turn on Main Power Switch Yes Turn on the laser main power switch and turn Use the
meter Image J runs on everywhere, Innovative Dynamic Detection Principle DDP measurement
technique Immune to gradual reductions Definitions ASCOM Platform A downloadable, free
programme, allowing PC software such as Guidemaster to communicate with most commercially
available GOTO Mounts. TRAC011000 Revision B, 20090610 Specifications are subject to change
without notice. I Contents This Infrared thermometer measures and displays noncontact You made
the right decision in choosing There are many ways to create and use video clips and still images in
Logger Pro. Insert an existing video clip into a Logger Pro experiment. Supported file formats
include.avi and.mov. I Notice to user.ii Publication.III Trademarks.IV Version 9.50 Supports ACT! by
Sage for windows, ACT! 2007 Version 9 and above. This publication Advanced fiber optic amplifiers
for high speed and low contrast applications Specifications are subject to change without notice. All
product names are trademarks All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. Catalog Number 6234218
Hydras 3 LT SOFTWARE MANUAL Then a propriety Data and No part of this document may be
reproduced or transmitted without the express written permission We hope that you will be very
pleased with the performance of this product. The Lodestar is WiFi Part number 645010501
Copyright 2013, FLIR Systems, Inc. All rights reserved worldwide. Names and marks appearing
herein are either registered trademarks or trademarks Minimum or maximum specifications are
warranted under the following conditions hour The OT6000. Multi Target,Two Dimensional
Alignment.

Introducing the most powerful way to measure alignment at distances up to 300 feet. The OT6000
Alignment Laser Dimensioned drawing This user s guide will help answer any questions you may
have regarding the User Manual This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency
energy and if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions manual WiFi Part number
559010102 Copyright 2012, FLIR Systems, Inc. Names and marks appearing herein are either
registered trademarks or trademarks Laser output directly affects a laser s The encoder provides
two square wave outputs in quadrature You will learn how to collect data, manually enter data, Pavel
Evtushenko To use this website, you must agree to our Privacy Policy, including cookie policy.
Normalized or unnormalized.Autoorientation of axes. Background Capture and Subtraction.Higher
for small Capture Blocks. Please try again.Please try again.Register a free business account Full
content visible, double tap to read brief content. Please try your search again later.To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon.
It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. You also agree that Photonics Media may contact
you with information related to this inquiry, and that you have read and accept our Privacy Policy
and Terms and Conditions of Use.BeamR2Si DataRay Inc. WinCamDIRBB DataRay Inc. BladeCamHR



DataRay Inc. BladeCamXHR DataRay Inc. By using this website, you agree to the use of cookies
unless you have disabled them. Warning Last items in stock. Availability date Download Print Send
to a friend Send to a friend Laser Beam Profiler, 6,5 mm x 4,8 mm DataRays WinCamD LCM beam
profile camera provides now USB 3.0 frame rates of 30Hz at very high resolution. Add this product
to my list of favorites. Your request has been sent successfully.

https://www.informaquiz.it/petrgenis1604790/status/flotaganis15062022-0042

You will be contacted as soon as possible. It has an compact, high resolution 14Bit digital camera. A
complete system consists of the camera head, a USB2.0 interface, connecting cable 3 m and
software. The camera is powered via the USB port, so there is no need for an additional power
supply. The CMOS version of the WinCamD product family is used mainly to measure small optical
structures and spots of cw and pulsed lasers or other optical sources. Due to the high SNR is is also
the best choise to measure the spatial distribution of very weak optical signals. As standard, the
camera comes without the faceplate in front of the chip. To protect the sensor chip and to eliminate
ambient light, the cameras are delivered with a ND filter in a Cmount ring. This low distortion face
plate is carefully selected for laser applications and mounted at a certain angle in the mounting ring.
To measure lasers of less than 400 nm wavelength, the filter has to be changed to a fused silica
based attenuator. Special UV converter optics 1 355nm or an IRversion of the camera up to 1360 nm
or additional 1475 1600 nm extend the application range of the system. As an option there is also an
IRconverter optic for the telecom wavelength range around 1550nm available. In order to measure
larger beams we offer a TaperCamversion of the WinCamD. The TaperCam features a unique
ordered fiberoptic bundle, mounted directly on the chip. This leads to a deformation free reduction
of the incoming intensity distribution. The taper is not detachable. In case of interest please contact
Laser 2000 by phone or mail to arrange a presentation. BeamScope P8, linear Scan Vertical Stack
Laser Diode. Variable combined. MLase Excimer Laser MLI series Highpower Direct
Diode.Lensplate for BeamMap2 and. CMount tubes, adapter and. At 512 x 512 and below, the tail
virtually disappears. This is a function of the high resolution CCD chip and this effect is unavoidable.
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Light incident on the chip can leak through to the Interline Transfer Register. The effect is worse at
longer wavelengths and for beams incident at other than normal incidence. To minimize the effect of
the tail, use some combination of the following 1 Use exposure times above 10 ms wherever
possible. 2 Ensure that the light is normally incident, wherever possible. 3 Set up a Capture Block
appropriate to the size of your beam. 4 Use Inclusion region settings to exclude the tail region from
the calculation. 5 Set the crosshairs at an angle other than 0 o to move the measured profile off the
tail. Firmware Upgrades. If your camera and or PCI card require a Firmware upgrade, the message
shown right will appear. The useful gain range is therefore x5 to x5.7. The second and subsequent
production batches extended this useful range to x1.3 to x5.7. Background noise. Some early
shipments had a susceptibility to PC power supply noise which was not apparent on our final test
PCs at the time of shipping. Software bugs We attempt to ensure that the software is as bugfree as
possible, but just like certain major operating system providers we find it hard to be perfect. It is
literally impossible to test every one of the many possible permutations and combinations of beam
size, capture block, image processing combinations, etc. Page 1 and 2 WinCamD WinCamD
WinCamD WinCamD Win Page 6 WinCamD WinCamD CCD Beam Imager Use Page 9 3.2.6 Gamma
correction. Page 12 and 13 Introduction to future releases.Thank you, for helping us keep this
platform clean. The editors will have a look at it as soon as possible. This item may be a floor model
or store return that has been used. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any
imperfections. Find a full list of IA Members. Details and RSVP here. Find out more. Welcome,
Sunny Optical Technology! Sandia National Laboratories has reinstated their Industrial Affiliates
Membership and rejoins as a leadership partner member.



Welcome, Wavefront! Please RSVP no later than May 1. Make a gift The Sales Engineer is
responsible for developing new business by working with current and potential customers via inside
and outside sales. This includes conducting product demonstrations to show how DataRay’s beam
analysis systems—such as the WinCamD line of beam profiling cameras—are the ideal solutions for
our customers’ applications. As an integral member of the DataRay team, the Sales Engineer’s
essential job functions include, but are not limited to In addition to federal law requirements,
DataRay Inc.University Privacy Statement. I tried Spiricon and that is a nonstarter. Now they are
looking at a wincam with dataray software. Dataray is the name of the company. So first of all, yes I
know they have an example on thier webpage, and yes I see the pretty PDF explaining interfacing to
thier dataray software with labview. Thank you in advance for that. Has anyone got this stuff to
actually work. The example is in labview 6. I followed through the PDF and created the other
example program myself from scratch. Also I have used ActiveX before and made it work in most
cases, though sometimes it is more trouble than it is worth.Because I am having no luck. It does not
produce errors. It runs, but just sits there and no images make it to the screen let alone the beam
calculations that are the main purpose of the software. Thanks Both of the WinCam models listed on
this site look to be USB cameras. Is this a DirectShow compliant camera. This would determine
whether the software they are providing is also a driver for the camera or whether it uses our IMAQ
for USB driver. If it does use the IMAQ for USB driver, you will also need Vision Development
Module etc in order to use that driver. Also, depending on which version of LabVIEW youre using,
you may run into problems getting their software to work in a version more recent than LabVIEW 6.

Have you contacted DataRay to see if they have more recent documentation or software for
LabVIEW integration Zach That the images and graphs that would be presented are activeX objects,
thus not requiring IMAQ. I have not tried using the canned LV Imaq USB driver. If I wanted to
simply use it as a camera, I would just get something that plays nice with Labview like a Dalsa or
basler. But the point of using this is that some people in the group want the beam profiling
capabilities of the wincam softwear. I keep pleading with them to simply let me make my own beam
diagnostics. But people get set in their ways are used to seeing a certain graph. With Spiricon and
dataray, they view the beam diagnostics software as their core competency. The camera acts as a
software key. One wont operate without the other. They give an example in the manual on creating a
wincam labview VI from scratch. I followed it through and it worked. I could talk my coworkers in to
letting me do this, if it wasnt for an old computer we have sitting around with an insanely complex
VI on it that actually does have a working wincam. But the world has moved on since then. This is
probably not even a USB wincam so its safe to say that there are software changes since then. I
know how to use ActiveX. I never really liked it. But I have done it. 1 No I dont need IMAQ USB, it



would in fact defeat the purpose of using their beam diagnostic software. 2 The company does not
want labview questions, their manual says so and they have not answered my email. 3 No they do
not have anything more recent. 4 Are there major differences between LV 6 and LV 8.6 This looks
like a dead end. It seems all of these beam diagnostic companies hate Labview. Which is a pity. In
my opinion they are loosing market. They should make their stuff accessible to labview and use their
cameras as a software key, then everyone is happy. I would say that the other computer that has
working code is your best bet at this point.

https://opalsolar.com.au/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628bdd69a55
11---canon-t60-manual.pdf

If you can get ahold of that, you should be able to upgrade the code to the most recent version of
LabVIEW and proceed from there. Zach I wish I could get the thing to work without having to start
their code whenever the computer is started up. But I guess that is a small price to pay. I have not
gotten all the functions to work as advertised but at least I got most of what I wanted and am playing
around with it. Now I am in the process of trying it with chicken foot, incense and magic beans, and
without them to rule out whether the voodoo also was a crucial part of making it work. I would
imagine that you could use LabVIEW to start their code when the program is run. Have you
experimented with that at all Zach Since it is mainly code for myself. Now its on to other more
pressing problems of making the entire system work.I am specifically refering to the BeamR or
BeamMapC products. But I do think the iDataRay interface for WinCam D is much the same. I was
calling this SaveCurrentData invoke node from the GetData ActiveX, however it will just return the
raw data of the 4 readings used to average the Xc centroid X value. I will not provide me information
about the Y axes. Please wait to download attachments. Please dont hesitate to contact me directly if
you are still having problems. All rights reserved. Laboratory Inventory UView model 2322Display
and CLAS2D, ShackHartmann Wavefont Sensor see principles of operation Instruments Roper
PiMAX ICCD camera Optics broadband handheld spectrometer. Discover everything Scribd has to
offer, including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. There
is 1 item in your cart. Beam profilers are used in laser beam analysis because it is necessary in
certain cases to combine extremely high sensitivity with maximum linearity and dynamics. They
make precise laser beam measurements possible. In addition, the beam profilers and slit scanners
can be used via LabView or other programming interfaces.

View Grid List Sort by Price Lowest first Price Highest first Product Name A to Z Product Name Z to
A In stock Reference Lowest first Reference Highest first Showing 1 8 of 8 items Laser Beam Profiler
WinCamDLCM This laser beam profiler features a CMOS sensor that guarantees frame rates of up to
60 Hz with high dynamics and is suitable for large beam diameters up to 11 mm. Add to cart More
Mutlispectral THz Camera Laser Beam Profiler, which is ideally suited for multispectral THz laser
beam analysis in the range of 3 THz to 20 THz. Add to cart More Laser Beam Profiler, 25 mm x 25
mm Laser beam profiler with fiber optic taper for characterizing large laser beams up to 25 mm x 25
mm. Add to cart More 216 micron Laser Beam Analyzer The beam analysis camera WinCamDIRBB
with integrated microbolometer array enables analyzes on longwave lasers in the range of 2 m to 16
m. Add to cart More Beam Profiler BladeCamXHR The BladeCamXHR combines an extremely
compact design housing depth of only 6.5 mm with a very high resolution of the sensor. Add to cart
More Laser Beam Profiler, 7.1 mm x 5.4 mm Extended WinCamD version with the highest resolution
of this product family. Add to cart More Line Laser Profiling System The Line Laser Profiling System
LLPS is a complete solution for analyzing line lasers up to 200 mm in length and down to 55 m in
width. Add to cart More Laser Beam Profiler WinCamDQD1550 This Laser Beam Profiler from
DataRay is equipped with a CQD sensor and offers a spectral response in the SWIR range of 400
1700 nm with resolutions up to 1920 x 1080 pixel. Single Plane Scan View larger Display all pictures
BeamR, rot. Single Plane Scan Reference DATBeamR2 The scanning system BeamR with rotating
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slots for the measurement of lasers with diameters of 0.5 microns to about 3 mm Warning Last items
in stock. Availability date Download Print Send to a friend Send to a friend BeamR, rot.

Single Plane Scan X Dear Laser 2000 Team, I am interested in the following product BeamR, rot. OK
Product description Single Plane Rot. Slit Scanning System BeamR Description The BeamR shows
the basic design of our scanning systems with rotating slits. It can be used for cw or qcw lasers. The
puck rotating disk inside the scan head carries four different slits 2 XY slit pairs in one plane
rotating perpendicular through the beam. There is no possibility for the user to change the slits or
the puck respectively. The scan head can be rotated around the optical axis. An integrated encoder
shows the effective angle in the software. This allows a very easy location of the main axis of an
elliptical beam by rotating the head around the axis. Profiles are scanned with 12bit intensity
resolution. Spatial resolution is Slits are of true 2D design and are made applying a lithographic
process, suitable for highest power densities. The advantage of this design is to avoid any reflection
or tunnel effect with multiple reflections within the propagation direction of the light, when
measuring highly divergent sources. The BeamR is our most inexpensive SinglePlane Scanning Slit
solution and is used mainly to measure beamprofiles of small intensity distributions.Variable
combined. beam reducer Afocal Laser Beam Profiler, 6,5 mm. NDFilter plates with CMount Beam
Profiler BladeCamXHR M2 Measurement Systems M2 Option for WinCamD Laser Beam Profiler, 20
mm. Lensplate for BeamMap2 and. Multi Plane Scanning System. Miniature beam profiler Laser
Beam Profiler, 7.1 mm. 216 micron Laser Beam. Line Laser Profiling System Polarization Preserving.
Compact Attenuator Strahlanalysesystem, 8,8 mm. Strahlanalysesystem, 9 mm x.
Strahlanalysesystem 14Bit. Strahlanalysesystem, 7 mm x. Strahlanalysesystem, 6,5 mm.
Strahlanalysesystem, 8,8 mm. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment.

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when your payment
clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens
in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic
wear, but is fully This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after
a period of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact
the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter
a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Youre covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Find out more about
your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab.
All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. We show that the bore diameter, coiling and launch conditions have an impact on the
number of supported modes in the waveguide. Experimental verification of theoretical predictions is
achieved using a thermal imaging camera to monitor output intensity distributions from waveguides
under a range of conditions. The thermal imaging camera allowed for more detailed images than
could be obtained with a conventionally used beam profiler.

The results show that quasisinglemode transmission is achievable under certain conditions although
guided singlemode transmission in coiled waveguides requires a smaller bore diametertowavelength
ratio than is currently available. Assessment of mode population is made by investigating the spatial
frequency content of images recorded at the waveguide output using Fourier transform techniques.
The combined thickness of the silver Ag and silver iodide AgI layers is about 1 m Full size image



Type HWC is designed for use with CO 2 lasers 10.6 m, and type HWE is designed for use with
ErYAG lasers 2.9 m. In this work, we used HWC at 7.8 m. Reproduced with permission of Polymicro
Technologies, a subsidiary of Molex Inc. Full size image. Transmission properties such as
attenuation characteristics, modal transmission and the influence of launch conditions of hollow
silica waveguides are of interest. For instance, multimode transmission through a hollow waveguide
gas cell may result in temporal dispersion of the signal, causing degradation of the resolved gas
absorption features when using very highbandwidth detectors. This led to a reduction in spectral
absorbance resolution; however, this was improved by an order of magnitude by mechanically
vibrating the waveguide. The intrapulse spectroscopic technique is discussed in Sect. 3. The findings
of the investigation presented in Sect. 2 are verified experimentally using a thermal imaging camera
to image output intensity distributions, and these results are given in Sect. 4. The images obtained
with the thermal imaging camera results are compared with those obtained with a microbolometer
array, and better resolution is shown to be obtained with the former. Here we quantify the modal
properties using the mean spatial frequency of the resulting images.

Electromagnetic mode propagation in hollow silica waveguides From a classical viewpoint, a mode
within a waveguide represents one of the possible paths a ray of light can take through it. For
instance, solidcore singlemode silica optical fibres allow for rays to follow only one path; however, as
the diameter of the core increases, the number of supported modes also increases. The number of
possible modes is finite, however, as light is only guided on a discrete set of paths. These modes are
defined with respect to the polarization of the light wave as transverse electric TE The two subscript
indices are required due to the cylindrical geometry of the fibre and represent the radial l and
azimuthal m dependence of the electric field. In addition, there exist hybrid modes HE These
represent skew rays, which do not intersect the optical axis and travel helically through the fibre.If
the time delay between the axial ray fundamental mode and the ray that follows the longest path
highest order mode is greater than the sample period of the detector system, then blurring of the
signal will occur, which in spectroscopy would appear as a broadening of the spectral features. This
will likely only become a problem for very long cell lengths or very fast detectors, however.
Establishing the number of modes propagating through a hollow silica waveguide is an interesting
problem and not straightforward. It would therefore seem that hollowcore waveguides are heavily
multimode; however, this does not turn out to be the case due to the losses experienced by different
modes, with higherorder modes being more heavily attenuated. This is because higherorder modes
interact with the coating more often per unit length and lose energy on each interaction.They
derived equations that can be used to calculate losses within hollow waveguides for the different
mode types.

When a Gaussian beam is coupled onaxis into a hollow waveguide, only the HE 1 m The mode
parameter u Figure 3 shows the variation of the attenuation coefficient with bore diameter for the
first five HE 1 m On the other hand, while larger bore waveguides may carry a greater number of
different modes, they exhibit less loss overall. Fig. 3 Variation of the attenuation coefficient 1,m with
bore diameter for the five lowest order HE 1m modes at 7.8 m. The high attenuation of higherorder
modes for the smaller bore diameters means that HSW can transmit a single mode under certain
conditions if the bore diameter is small enough Full size image The value of the coupling coefficient
is dependent on the spatial distribution of the light field in the image plane of the coupling lens and
the mode profile of the waveguide.The focused beam waist.The condition for lowest total loss can be
achieved by launching with a slightly lower f number lens, producing a smaller beam waist and
coupling slightly more energy into the higherorder modes.The loss over a 1m length waveguide
plotted against f number of the coupling lens is shown in Fig. 5 for a range of different bore
diameters. The first five HE 1 m The optimum f numbers for both conditions for 1 m lengths of the
four different bore diameters are summarized in Table 2.The system can incorporate up to four
lasers for multispecies analysis; however, for this work, a single laser, which is used for measuring



methane, was all that was required. It was obtained with light from the QCL directly incident on the
detector. A small water line can be seen at approximately 230 ns due to the presence of humidity in
the laboratory air. Figure 6 b is obtained with the QCL beam first passing through a 165mm gas cell
containing methane with a concentration of 2.5 % by volume. An absorption feature is now
observable at approximately 410 ns in the pulse.
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